Renovascular Disease
Other names:




Renal Artery Stenosis (RAS)
Renal Vascular Hypertension (RVH)
Renal Artery Aneurysm (RAA)

How does the normal kidney work?
The blood passes through the kidneys to remove the body’s waste. The renal
artery is the vessel that carries the blood to the kidney. To read more on how the
kidneys work, go to http://www.kidney.org/kidneydisease/howkidneyswrk.cfm.
How does a normal kidney control blood pressure?
The kidney is good at sensing any
blood pressure changes. When the
blood pressure drops, the normal

Renal Artery and Arteriosclerosis

kidney makes a hormone, called
renin, to correct the low pressure.
This is appropriate when your blood
pressure is low due to dehydration
or following blood loss in an
accident.
What is Renal Artery Disease?

A

The renal arteries, like others in the
human body, can become

B

obstructed. Decreased blood flow to
the kidneys because of these
blockages often causes hypertension
(high blood pressure). This happens
because the kidney then acts as if
the body’s overall blood pressure is
low. However, the only place the

Figure A: Normal blood flow in normal artery
Figure B: Blood flow in blocked artery by plaque (yellow area)
build-up

pressure is actually low is in the
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affected kidney itself. The release of renin in these instances unwantedly raises
the pressure outside of the kidney.
The most common conditions likely to cause renal artery blockages include:


Arteriosclerosis with cholesterol and plaque build-up, similar to that seen in
the coronary arteries of the heart, the carotid arteries to the brain, and the
leg vessels. The most common age at diagnosis is 55 years. Men are affected
twice as often as women. This is the most common cause of renovascular
hypertension (95%).



Fibromuscular dysplasia (FMD) is an abnormal tissue build-up on the
interior of the renal artery, causing a “string of beads” appearance,
invariably affecting women less than 45 years old. This is a cause of 5% of
renovascular hypertension.



Renal artery aneurysms are abnormal bulging of a part of the renal artery.
They often twist or compress a nearby renal artery, causing it to become
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narrowed. This is a very uncommon cause of renovascular hypertension.
They rarely rupture.

When blockages affect renal blood flow, the kidney’s release of renin into the
blood stream causes constriction (spasm) of smaller vessels and at the same time
causes the body to retain sodium normally lost in urine. These events cause the
blood pressure to rise (renovascular hypertension). As these blockages worsen,
the kidney may have difficulty in clearing the body's waste products and kidney
failure can occur.
What are the signs and symptoms of renovascular hypertension?


Unfortunately most patients usually experience no symptoms of high blood
pressure. The most common symptoms when they do occur are lethargy
(tiredness) and extreme fatigue.



High blood pressure that is difficult to treat with medicines, especially in
women less than 45 years of age.



Worsening of the kidney’s function to clear the body's waste products,
determined by blood samples, especially when high blood pressure
medicines are needed, in particular ACE inhibitors like lisinopril.



If hypertension is severe, patients may have unusual nose bleeds (epistaxis),
ringing in the ears (tinnitus), and headaches early in the morning involving
the back of the head (occipital cephalgia).

If untreated, renovascular hypertension may lead to a number of serious
cardiovascular and kidney problems, including:


Stroke.
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Thickening of the heart muscle (hypertrophy) to the degree that the heart
becomes "muscle bound" and heart failure occurs.



Worsening of arteriosclerosis (hardening of the arteries with cholesterol
plaque build-up) of all the body's arteries. This may increase the risk of
stroke, heart attacks, aneurysms, and other vascular disease.



Renal failure requiring dialysis.

How is renovascular disease diagnosed?
A diagnosis is usually made by viewing the kidney’s arteries through testing such
as an abdominal ultrasound scan, or direct visualization (imaging) of the artery.
This imaging may be performed by


computed tomography (CT scan) or



magnetic resonance angiography (like MRIs), or



conventional arteriography, by placing catheters into the artery and
injecting a dye that allows the arteries to be seen. This test involves
advancing a small catheter (tube) through the arteries in the groin, through
which the dye is injected.

How is renovascular disease treated?
The preferred treatment of renovascular
hypertension is to restore normal blood flow
to the kidney. This may be done by placing a
small balloon within the artery and expanding
it, resulting in a dilation of the vessel. This is
known as a balloon angioplasty. In the case of
arteriosclerosis, this usually requires
placement of a stent (small mesh tube) to keep the vessel open. Stents are rarely
needed when treating fibromuscular dysplasia.
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Alternative interventions include a surgical
operation for removal of the obstructing
material (an endarterectomy) in case of
arteriosclerosis, or using a vein from the
patient's leg or an artificial graft (Teflon or
Dacron) to serve as a bypass.

In the case of aneurysms, the aneurysmal vessel
may need to be removed through surgery and the
affected artery repaired. In rare cases, the artery
cannot be repaired, the kidney may need to be
removed.

Benefits in the form of a cure or marked improvement in the control of the
hypertension range from 60-95%, depending on the type of obstructing disease,
age of the patient, and treatment that is undertaken.
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Other Resource
Below is a Step-by-Step guide of the tests and treatments you may receive. Ask
your doctor if this applies to you.

Disclaimer: This document is for informational purposes only and is not intended to take the place of the care
and attention of your personal physician or other professional medical services. Talk with your doctor if you
have Questions about individual health concerns or specific treatment options.
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